I. INTRODUCTION
Many diary apps have been developed for an Android mobile device. Although most concentrate on securing the privacy and adding emoticons, only a few include automatic emotion measurements. This demo shows a new diary app including real-time multi-modal emotion measurements to capture the affective state of the user from the text provided and video images made. The emotion measurements from the Emotion from Face module, that analyzes images from the front camera [1] , and the Emotion from Text module, that analyzes the text written by the user [2] , are merged within the Emotion Fusion module to estimate the user's affective state more robustly. The app allows the user to have empathic feedback for each session.
II. GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE
The Empathic Diary App is an Android application which communicates with the different emotion measurement modules using different ways. The Emotion from Face module, which is embedded in the application using the Java Native Interface (JNI), is continuously extracting emotions from video images. The text is analyzed asynchronously by the Emotion from Text module on a remote server. The emotions extracted from text and video are sent asynchronously to the Emotion Fusion module using N-Linx, a flexible and scalable communication platform developed by Noldus Information Technology for communication between systems, which uses the AMQP implementation RabbitMQ as its core component. The Emotion from Text module includes the SATI API [3] , which enables to perform Sentiment Analysis from Textual Information. The engine relies mostly on lexicons and syntactic rules for handling valence shifting phenomena. It is combined with a machine learning algorithm, and when trained on a Twitter corpus, it achieves a F-measure of 67.43% [2] , amongst the best systems for this task. The API itself is accessed through HTTP GET requests.
The Emotion from Face module computes quality measures on images and enhances them to detect user face and eyes. If these ones are detected and image quality is sufficient, the face image is normalized and emotion metrics [1] including anger, happy and surprise are extracted.
Emotion measurements extracted from text and video can only be merged at the decision level as the emotion measurements are already done separately. The mean rule [4] is considered as one of the most accurate methods, i.e. for each emotion received by each modules, it takes the mean value. As output of the Emotion Fusion module, a weight for each type of emotions is returned to the application.
III. EMPATHIC DIARY APP
Besides the real-time emotion measurements, the Empathic Diary App is a diary app including the functionalities of data storage, taking pictures and giving summaries. 
